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Who is EonX?
“EonX is the company powering the next generation of 
interoperable loyalty, fintech and eWallet solutions”

EonX specialises in creating bespoke and enterprise-ready platforms for 
organisations looking to inspire engagement, instantly reward and securely 
transact with consumers and employees. 



Staying true to our ‘value-centric’ approach, EonX is redefining the loyalty 
and payments landscape whilst creating value added user experiences 
across every stakeholder touchpoint. 



Having developed ‘super-app’ technology on an API driven framework, EonX 
is delivering unprecedented modular solutions across enterprise applications 
and omni-channel B2B, B2C and B2E ecosystems. 



EonX is a publicly traded holding company listed on the Canadian Securities 
Exchange (CSE:EONX), with an accretive long-term global growth strategy, 
driven by a highly experienced team and thought leading executives. 
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Solutions & Market Verticals
“EonX delivers agnostic digital experience platforms 
which enable business, consumers and employees to 
better engage and transact”

As consumers today, we live in an instant, mobile-driven world, where 
personalisation rules and uninterrupted connectivity is a necessity.



With the increasing prevalence of digital devices, we must cater for 
digital scalability, omni-channel interaction and consumer 
personalisation for impact and relevance.



EonX has developed agnostic technology powered by a modular 
product suite designed to accelerate the digital transformation for 
enterprise, whilst delivering API driven ecosystems that create 
endless user experiences across every touchpoint of life.



Our solutions bridge consumer engagement with the adoption of core 
business services, whilst influencing user choice and rewarding 
inherent habits.
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Products & Modules
“Modular infrastructure that delivers the ultimate digital experience”

LOYALTY eWALLET PAYMENTS

Rewards & Benefits
Gift Cards, Affiliate Marketing, eStore, Cinema, 
Travel, Dining, Community Hub, Health & Wellness, 
Entertainment & Experiences

Stored Value Currency
Digital Currency Creation, Promotional Funds 
Management, P2P Payments 

Payments Processing
Bill Pay & eCommerce, Schedule & Recurring, 
Credit / Debit / BPAY / Direct Debit

Gamification & Decisioning
Points Engine, Rules & Triggers, Tokens & Badges, 
Levels & Tiers, Behavioural Metrics & 
Next-Best-Actions

Identity & KYC
Biometric Facial Matching, DVS Verification, 
Tokenised Credentials, Virtual Vault 

Merchant Acquiring
Online Payments Processing, Single File 
Reconciliation & Reporting, EFTPOS Terminals

Personalisation & Recognition
User Segmentation, Peer-to-Peer, Nominations, 
Awards, Newsfeed, Live-chat, Groups & Events

QR Connect
QR & EMV Payments, Contact Tracing, Asset 
Management, Security Access & Ticketing

Scheme Cards & CLO
Branded Virtual Cards, Multi-Merchant Network, 
Geo-targeted Offers, Card Linked & QR Offers
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Loyalty
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Points & Behavioural Metrics
Create a loyalty currency with an emotional connection...

Implementing loyalty metrics is the most powerful way to engage users and 
keep them ‘sticky’ to your brand. It transforms traditional user interactions 
into emotional and immersive experiences with measureable value to create 
a fluid loyalty currency.



Our engagement engine allows for real-time points allocation, distribution, 
accrual and redemption across a range of touchpoints, whether 
transactional, behavioural or event-driven.



Adding gaming elements to business scenarios means that members, 
customers or employees, can be systematically incentivised for the 
completion of activities, desired events and transactions.�

Points

Recognition

Tokens

Nominations & Awards

Custom Badges

Levels & Tiers
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Gamification & Decisioning
Influence user journey and personalise every experience...

Gamification is the concept of applying gaming mechanic principles in 
non-gaming contexts, to motivate user participation, engagement and brand 
loyalty. 



Our engagement engine has been designed to embed specific business 
rules & triggers across relevant touch points in order to quantify and 
incentivise all stakeholders accordingly. 

Set rules & triggers to incentivise actions, whether behavioural, social, 
locational or transactional

Inspire engagement with relevant content, communications & 
Next-Best-Actions

Leverage reward mechanisms and perks to quantify progress and 
personalise communications

Define user journey specific to profile, demographic, segment and 
tenure
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Retail & Lifestyle Rewards
Access exclusive benefits with a rewards marketplace that delivers endless value  
from leading brands and service providers...

Gift Cards
Discounted digital Gift Cards delivered 
straight to a user’s eWallet for instant 
redemption in-store or online.

Dining
Save at hundreds of participating cafes, 
restaurants and bars, and enjoy some of 
Australia’s best dining experiences.

Online Offers (Affiliate Marketing)
Cashbacks and campaigns available for 
redemption online with local and global 
retailers. Cashback is allocated directly to a 
user’s eWallet to reuse within the platform.

Services
Services comparator giving you the power 
of choice to market deals, including 
electricity & gas, telecoms, insurance and 
finance products.

Cinema
Access discounted Cinema eVouchers to 
leading major and independent cinema 
chains across Australia.

Travel
Exclusive travel packages and offers 
including flights, accommodation, car hire 
and bonus value credits. 
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eStore
Leverage an all inclusive white-label eCommerce solution... 

Launch your very own eStore experience allowing your users to instantly 
redeem points for further savings on thousands of leading products, or 
simply list and promote your own merchandise. 



Points accumulated throughout your user’s journey can now instantly be 
redeemed with points, or a points + plus pay model without the need to 
accrue any further liability to your business for each redemption. 



Businesses can manage and control their very own eStore whilst promoting 
their own brands, products and services with the option to leverage our 
product catalogue backed by Australia’s leading retailers.

Health & Beauty

Kids & Toys

Technology

Travel & Leisure

Homewares

White Goods
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Community Hub
Create your own marketplace to localise and monetise on 
your business value proposition...

Businesses looking to leverage and further monetise supplier relationships, 
can now invite sponsors, affiliate partners or local businesses to coexist in 
their own community marketplace promoting brands, products and services 
relevant to their people.



This gives businesses the ability to create and manage their own catalogue 
of offers within the platform, whilst conveniently rewarding stakeholders 
with benefits relevant to the community in which they exist.

Manage your own dynamic catalogue

Foster mutually beneficial partnerships

Monetise transactions and deliver ROI

Offer incentives with multiple redemption mechanics
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Experiences & Competitions 
Inspire engagement and deliver experiences that align with customer passion points...

With over 25 years experience in entertainment and 100M+ customers engaged globally, EONX is at the forefront of delivering dynamic customer 
experience initiatives that range from ‘Money Can’t Buy’ to ‘Competitions’ and everything in between.



Leveraging data-driven insights with personalised content, our Experiences team creates and curates compelling customer centric initiatives that instil 
relevance and connection with your brand.

MONEY CANT BUY BUCKET LIST SURPRISE & DELIGHT PRE SALES COMPETITIONS



Employee Reward & Recognition
Establish a workplace culture which supports your path to 
organisational success...

Launching a strategic Employee Reward & Recognition platform is a proven 
motivator and influencer on performance. Happy employees not only 
perform better, but they stay longer and remain loyal to a workplace they 
feel ‘values’ them.



EonX delivers an all-in-one Employee Reward & Recognition solution, 
unifying awards, benefits, peer-to-peer communication and workplace perks 
in a fully branded and interactive ecosystem. 



Company specific triggers and touch points are embedded across the 
platform to recognise employee preferences and workplace engagement.

News Feeds & Live Chat

Groups, Events & Polls

Tenure & Milestone

Nominations & Awards

Points, Badges & Tiers

Training & Development

Personalised Rewards

Workplace Perks

Virtual Greetings
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Health & Wellness
Instil a sense of vitality in your people and your business...

Designed to bring the benefits of positive health and wellness into your 
business, our Health & Wellness platform improves overall business 
performance and promotes a healthier company culture by connecting 
stakeholders through team building activities, physical challenges, healthier 
habits and engaging health content.



Our dynamic approach to physical and mindful health, delivers personalised 
education and resources in one central ecosystem, promoting the overall 
wellbeing of every user across your organisation.



This wholistic approach allows us to personalise user journey and support 
personal health and wellbeing. 

Wellness Assessment & Score

Programs & Education

Interactive Challenges

Articles, Blogs & Recipes

Integration with Wearable Devices

Lifestyle Library
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ewallet
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eWallet is the ultimate control centre
Conventional wallets of the past are transforming into the 
innovative digital wallets of the future…

EonX is revolutionising the way that users identify, engage and transact 
across B2B and B2C channels. Built around a ‘super app’ notion that a 
unified wallet experience should also come hand in hand with a personalised 
value add, our eWallet sets the rules of engagement and transactability, 
giving business the ability to better engage with their agnostic stakeholders. 



Embedded across all EonX platforms, the eWallet delivers a unified user 
experience to manage identity, payments, loyalty, ePurchases, points and 
stored value currency, whilst powering everything from QR & alternative 
payments, to contact tracing and resource management. 

Centralise identity, payments and loyalty

Power QR alternative payments & contact tracing

Store and manage personal credentials in a Virtual Vault

Manage funding sources and tokenised payment methods

Create branded digital currency and influence behavioural activity 
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Stored Value Currency
Control your very own digital currency ecosystem...

EonX is bridging the gap between distributed ledger technology and digital 
banking architecture to provide businesses with the ability to create their 
own branded digital currency, whilst influencing behaviour and driving 
seamless transactability.



Through the introduction of a branded currency, businesses can create a 
value proposition which enables consumers to engage with promotional 
initiatives, transact with peers and drive loyalty within a closed loop 
payment ecosystem.

Create and manage your own branded currency

Set relevant rules surrounding issuance and spend mechanics

Enable B2B and P2P currency transfers

Influence loyalty with promotional incentives and real-time closed loop 
payments
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Digital Identity & KYC
Biometric technology that ensures identity & security...

In today’s highly fragmented digital economy, validating ownership and 
securing identity are quickly emerging as the key concerns for our digital 
future. 



Whether B2B or B2C, the EonX eWallet provides bank-grade infrastructure 
with the necessary protocols to ensure that personal payment methods and 
government issued identifications are validated with relevant DVS 
authorities and tokenised using multi-factor authentication protocols. 



The EonX eWallet delivers dynamic real-time KYC capabilities with biometric 
facial recognition, allowing for business to perform the on-boarding process 
needed for users to transact seamlessly with added security for all.
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Virtual Vault
Securely store identifications, payment credentials, stored 
value cards & memberships in one central repository...

EonX’s Virtual Vault eliminates the need for a physical wallet, by enabling 
consumers to store their personal identification and payment credentials 
within a fully branded digital wallet.



Whether it’s a drivers’ license, passport or healthcare card, the Virtual Vault 
offers unprecedented security, convenience and efficiency, without ever 
having to compromise on consumer rights, privacy, security and control.

Simplify KYC & on-boarding with ID verification

Secure and tokenise open loop payment credentials for a seamless 
digital payments experience 

Store and manage closed loop loyalty, memberships and gift cards for 
an all inclusive digital experience
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QR Connect 
Embrace the new QR norm and better prepare your 
business for a digital era of disruption and change...

EonX has developed its proprietary QR infrastructure to be interoperable 
across behavioural metrics and transactional EMV protocols. 



This enables business to better operate in the post-pandemic landscape, 
with the ability to track people movement, manage assets and host real-time 
QR payments, all whilst offering consumers added security, choice and 
instant benefits.   

QR & EMV Payments

Contact Tracing & People Management 

Asset Management & Reservations

Security Identity & Check-in

Ticketing & eVoucher Redemption
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Aggregating Local & Global 
Wallets
Drive more business and transact with mobile wallets from 
emerging global markets...

EonX has developed its omni-channel eWallet technology to aggregate 
emerging global wallets, whilst connecting international users with local 
retailers at point of sale. Local wallets can also be leveraged globally 
allowing for seamless transacting capabilities and cross-border payments.

Benefits for Business

Drive local customer acquisition

Compliance with international 
standards and regulations

Single settlement for preferred 
currencies

Real-time monitoring and 
reporting

Benefits for Users

Pay with local currency

No bank account required

Real-time cross-border 
transactions

Secure payments processing
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PAYMENTS
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Online Payments  
Transact securely using multiple payment methods and 
simplify the way your business accepts payments...

The rapid growth of digital commerce has shined a light on the fragmented 
online payments industry of today.   



EonX delivers end-to-end online payment processing and facilitation 
services, and is a registered Third Party Processor and Bill Payments 
Facilitator with global schemes including Visa, Mastercard and American 
Express.



Our secure PCI-DSS Level 1 Certified payments platform, has been 
developed to enable omni-channel and split payment capabilities across 
multiple payment methods, in-line with each transaction process.

Credit, Debit, BPAY, Direct Debit

NPP & Real-time Payments

P2P & eWallet Payments

Open & Closed Loop Payments

Scheduled & Recurring Payments

Nominal Card Verification & 3DS
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Bill Pay & Supplier Programs
Bridge the gap between payments and rewards to drive 
retention and loyalty... 

Businesses, wholesalers, manufacturers and service providers alike, are 
struggling to instil brand loyalty and remain relevant when selling to highly 
fragmented SMEs across a range of competitive industries. 



EonX delivers a fully integrated platform that facilitates bill payments and 
trade finance across the supply chain, whilst allowing business and 
customers to earn loyalty points and incentives on every payment.

Secure bill payment processing and single file reconciliation 

Cost effective capital management

Customer retention and loyalty points earned on each payment

Monetise platform with additional revenue streams

Settlement files & ERP integrations
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Alternative Payments
Grow acceptance and reward each stakeholder for every transaction...

Advances in technology and access to actionable real-time data is driving 
industry to operate faster and smarter, yet, merchant payments are often 
bound by legacy bank-tech and outdated practices, until now…



EonX has integrated its interoperable eWallet software onto leading global 
EFTPOS infrastructure which enables banks and global acquirers to promote 
alternative payments and loyalty services onto existing EFTPOS terminals, 
without any additional hardware or required integrations.  

On-terminal and online merchant acquiring and on-boarding

Accept local and international wallet payments

QR payments, closed loop & loyalty point transactions

Gift card & stamp card issuing

Dynamic loyalty & offer creation

Marketplace & campaign management
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Scheme Card Issuing
Issue and manage virtual scheme cards in real-time...

EonX delivers a unified eWallet and payments experience leveraging 
advanced API technology to generate and issue virtual and physical scheme 
payment cards. 



These single or multi-use virtual cards are powered by EonX stored value 
currency ledgers and can be allocated to customers or staff for cost centre 
management, business payments or promotional spend. 

On-demand, branded virtual and physical cards

Set and manage payment limits

Expense management for business

Set custom controls for every user transaction

Provision cards for Card Linked Offers (CLO)

Instantly link to your virtual card to your native device
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Card Linked Offers
Combining card linking with proximity marketing to 
increase engagement and loyalty...

Link agnostic customer cards or issue your very own branded virtual card 
which can be linked to merchant offers such as cashback, points or upfront 
discounts.



The EonX card linking technology aligns your business with local merchants 
and major brands to coexist in one fully branded marketplace, with the 
ability to add and publish geo-located offers exclusively to your customer 
base.

Link agnostic or branded virtual cards to EFTPOS

Create your own multi-merchant marketplace

Promote geo-targeted offers
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Open Banking
Leverage customer consented financial data to uncover 
valuable business insights...

Open Banking is redefining personalised financial services by empowering 
consumers to consent on how their personal data is shared, so that 
business can better service their needs. 



EonX leverages Open Banking technology to enable businesses to access 
consumer data via direct API integration, helping to profile and segment 
users, initiate payments, make personalised product recommendations and 
deliver an enriched customer experience.

Data driven product and service recommendations

Wholistic consumer view on financial activity and habits

Accurately forcecast consumer payments & dishonours

Aggregate consumer data for promotional mechanics and personalised 
rewards
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We look forward to powering your 
loyalty fintech experience...

1300 134 418 (Australian Headquarters)

+1 803 676 7776 (Global Contact)

info@eonx.com

www.eonx.com


